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L et me add two modestthreads to the incredibly
complicated fabric of
privacy that is the subject
of this issue. First,
















interest, and travelers often would find themselves
sharing a bed with a stranger at an inn,
In most states, citizens were compelled to fund religion
and their "souls" were public business. Nine colonies
funded churches; the separation of church and state
existed only in Rhode Island, Delaware, New jersey and
Pennsylvania. 5 Until the mid-nineteenth century,
American citizens publicly financed churches, usually
Congregational or Anglican.
6
No clear delineations existed between the "public"
sector and the "private" sector. The government often
performed its functions by requiring citizens to perform
municipal jobs. If a municipality had a public need it
would often enlist its citizens to perform it. Street
cleaning and paving were accomplished by obiging each
person and business in the city to clean or repair the
street abutting his house or shop. Many functions
considered public today were mandated to be performed
by the citizenry, and charters were issued to private
individuals to collect fees for many municipal services
like toll roads and education. Sanctions were issued
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although this has been an American success story, we
should take great care not to lose, in the name of privacy,
some of the efficiencies modern technology has made
available to government,
America was not born in or with privacy. Both
government and neighbors intruded on one's "privacy" in
ways unthinkable today. Americans lived mostly in small,
confined communities where everyone knew everyone
else's business. Your neighbor's business was your
business, and state authority often backed this up.1 A
citizen could, and often would, be turned in by a
neighbor for adultery, wife beating, dressing immodestly,
flirting, homosexuality, masturbation, sodomy or
violation of "community religious and moral values. 2
New Englanders thought nothing of spying on and
interfering with their neighbor's most intimate affairs, in
order, as one Massachusetts man said in 1760 "not to
suffer sin in My Fellow Creature or Neighbor. '3 Most
prosecutions in colonial courts were for moral offenses.
The Puritans made homosexuality, masturbation, sodomy
and bestiality capital offenses, and flirting in a lascivious
manner and failure to attend church on Sunday were
matters for prosecution. 4 People would gather around the
post office and demand a public reading of their
neighbor's private letters considered to be of special
against private persons for failure to perform their public
cuties.7 A person's life and lifestyle were closely
connected to that of his or her neighbor. People's private
actions were subject to public monitoring, and their time
was subject to appropriation by the community.
The thinking behind the American Revolution and the
Constitution changed this dramatically. People were no
longer "subjects" but "citizens," and republicanism
eliminated the Crown's prerogatives and granted them to
state legislatures. Government ceased controlling matters
of personal morality. Public taxation was expanded, and
public antd private functions separated. Public education
was initiated, and separation of church and state
expanded gradually, with Massachusetts being the last
state to abolish a state funded church in 1833.8 While
strong pressures to conform to certain moral standards
existed, the structure of those post-Revolutionary War
institutions that separated the public and private sectors
started America down the road to autonomy and privacy.
My second point is that while there are dangers of
ignoring or under-reacting to the issues raised by privacy,
there are also dangers of overreacting. The threat to
personal privacy and the Orwellian implications of our
surveillance technologies are awesome, worrisome,
intrusive and liberty threatening. Many, including Ronald
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Corbett and Gary Marx, have pointed out the dangers of a
surveillance society: "Such a society is transparent and
porous. Information leakage is rampant. Barriers and
boundaries -distance, darkness, time, walls, windows,
and even skin -that have been fundamental to our
conceptions of privacy, liberty and individuality give
way. "
9
In this issue, others articulately illustrate this danger to
life, liberty, autonomy and dignity. But in an attempt to
balance the scales somewhat, I would like to point out
some examples of efficiency and effectiveness that will
be precluded if we overreact. For twenty years, I was on
the front lines of the battle between the concepts of
privacy and the promise of new technologies to enhance
government efficiency and citizen convenience.
Building prisons is immensely frustrating for most state
governors. Corrections has been one of the fastest
growing pais of state budgets for the last 25 years, That is
certainly true of Colorado. I personally have investigated
and helped adopt the use of modem surveillance devices
in corrections and have been the subject of criticism for
doing so. I believe we can make use of some modern
surveillance technologies without fear that our society
will become like that of Orwell's 1984. We can
I believe we can make
technologies without fear that
save the taxpayers'
money and, at the same time, offer more humane settings
for offenders. However, we must think through the
privacy issues.
The use in corrections for surveillance of non-violent
offenders within the community allows them to hold jobs,
continue to support their families, and even allows us
leave some offenders in the community for their entircto
sentence. Surveillance technology allows the state to
expedite a phased reentry of incarcerated inmates into
society. It is more economical and humane than a
$25,000-a-year prison cell. A central monitoring system
allows the state to monitor offenders day and night, and
conduct random checks at anytime of day. Only the
offender and authorities need know of the surveillancc's
existence, and offenders can maintain a job.
Many states have installed video cameras in state patr
cars to the mutual benefit of both state patrol officers and
the public. Big Brother? Hardly. Surveillance allows
cleaner arrests and gives us a record on those rare
occasions something goes awry. Similar video cameras
surround the Governor's mansion and also monitor the
State Capitol during non-working hours. Cheap, efficient,
effective.
Likewise, sobriety check stops on heavy drinking
nights prove to be a very powerful tool with minimnum
intrusion. Clearly, a short stop by the state police and a
brief exchange with the driver is a powerful tool against
the biggest highway killer, drunk driving. I admit this was
a controversial issue, but I supported it and found it a
useful tool against drunk drivers during high-risk
holidays.
Requiring people entering the State Capitol or City and
County Building to go through security gates is
unfortunate but necessaiy, and hardly merits the excess
rhetoric that greeted its arrival. Likewise, some schools in
high-crime areas have found it necessary to institute
scanning devices. While we may feel sad that such
measures are necessary, they hardly signal the fall of the
Republic.
Electronic tolls on roads, tunnels and bridges add
immensely to an efficient transportation system.
Surveillance will allow many new innovations, like direct
charging by vehicle type, weight, location and time of
day. We stand on the threshold of "smart highways"
which have great promise in easing traffic delays, but all
of these innovations involve privacy issues, I believe the
concerns are valid but manageable. Some of these
use of some modern surveillance
our society will become like that
of Orwell's 1984.
technologies can function without collecting personal or
vehicle specific information. There are privacy enhancing
technologies which allow us to adopt the technology, yet
limit the manner, means, and data collected, We must
give great thought to how this information is safeguarded
and used, and certainly to whom has access to it. As we
have all seen with driver's licenses, it is possible to
balance individual privacy with public need.
Obviously, we do have to consider the cumulative
impact of all of these minor intrusions and the many
others of a similar character, The total effect of these
minor intrusions into privacy can clearly be more than the
sum of their parts, and it is well worth debating whether
we are entering a time of permanent, unceasing
surveillance of the citizenry. We must also worry about
"function creep," where initially reasonable technologies
overreach and become oppressive. But from a public
policy standpoint, it is hard to believe that we can run a
populous modern state without using technologies that
have the potential to threaten privacy. This will be an
incredibly important balancing act.
America was not born with privacy as a way of life, but
we have grown up with it, Privacy has become
indispensable to our personal lives and what we value
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about being American. I do believe,
however, that we can utilize many
modern technologies in government
and business as long as we fully
appreciate and evaluate the larger
stakes, There has been too much
blind criticism and too much jerking
of the knees on this subject.
Government has a stake in both
efficiency and privacy. We have
large problems that need to be
managed by modern technologies.
But, government also has a stake in
maintaining privacy. Meaningful
privacy guarantees are necessary to
ensure public confidence in
government. After all, privacy is the
foundation of the secret ballot,
search and seizure protection,
doctor-patient and lawyer-client
privilege, and our whole concept of
being a free and independent
American.
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